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Outdoor Heater
Allison

Kindle NG & LP Heater

The design that started it all. Taking classic 
lines and proportions to a whole new scale, 
the Allison sets the tone for a modern redo 
of an outdated standard. We’ve always 
dreamed of a Cinderella moment, and 
staying warm has never looked this good. 

A Campfire for the 21st Century
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Snuggle By Choice

Kindle NG & LP Heater

While her gentle curves and clean lines 
will make you the envy of friends, it’s her 
devotion to keeping you warm that has 
us hot and bothered. The Bella shares 
the same commitment to innovation and 
design as her siblings; but don’t worry, 
we won’t tell the others if she’s your 
favorite. favorite. 

Outdoor Heater
Bella
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The Caroline offers a natural gas alternative 
brilliant in its simplicity. It’s streamlined 
functionality takes shape in a clean 
silhouette that compliments both the 
pleated and smooth shades. No one said it 
would be an easy choice, but rest assured, 
either decision will keep you toasty.

Outdoor Natural Gas Heater
Caroline

Kindle NG Heater

Uh-huh, We Can Hookup Your (gas) Hook-up
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Outdoor Heater
Sierra

Kindle NG & LP Heater

The Sierra is a work of genius craftsmanship. 
It’s artistry without compromise, detailed 
perfection for those who appreciate the 
wonder of one-of-a-kind. Handcrafted in 
Southern California from sustainably grown 
African Mahogany or Bamboo, and only 
available in limited quantities.

On The Cutting Edge
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Lamp

The Kindle Lumen is, in simplest 
terms, a lamp. To pigeonhole it, 
however, would be to limit its range. 
Our interpretation makes a bold 
statement providing soft light that’s 
heavy on atmosphere. We are 
rethinking the tradition of lighting 
andand how it is used to influence a 
setting. Casual or black tie, indoors 
or out, you won’t need an excuse to 
leave this light on.

A Great Excuse To Leave The Light On

Lumen

Kindle LED Lamp
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Lamp
Blumen

Kindle LED Lamp

Say ‘Hello’ to the Blumen lamp, the newest 
member of our lighting family. Same trademark 
curves, next level illumination. This indoor/ 
outdoor mood-inducing floor lamp is the 
ultimate combination of whimsical design and 
high-tech wonder. From oceanfront decks to 
rooftop lounges, with backyards, bars and 
bistbistros in-between, the Blumen lamp will 
impress and inspire as a modern take on a 
classic lighting standard.

Next Generation Illumination That Will Glow Your Mind



White Alabaster

Black Onyx

Sandstone

Bamboo

African Mahogany

Kindle Accessories

We love choices...
Accessories

• Pleated or Smooth Shades
• Sandstone Finish w/ Black or White Trim
• Warm White Lights
• Multi-Color Progammable Smart LED Bulbs
• Dolly Transport Solution
• Cocktail Table in Black or White
• • Gabby Kindle Cover
• Color Accent Rings
• Propane or Natural Gas
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or Bamboo.

Al fresco dinners in Novemeber. Chill lighting 
on a hot August night. Entertaining redefined.
We set out to transform an industry and you 
could say we’re pretty fired up. Kindle Living
is warmth, light and mood elevated in ways
you’ve never imagined. We will change the
way you entertain – winteway you entertain – winter, spring, summer,
and fall.




